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Interested in advertising?
Phone:  0837 683 696
We will give you the best possible deals and help your business grow

This Month in Discover Pattaya
So some concessions have come our way and others we in Pattaya will have to
wait for. It’s nearly the end of 2021 thank goodness and with a cautious eye on
the Omicron variant, we hope that moving into 2022 will prove to be a positive
time for us all.

In the meantime, we have a wonderful Christmas present for you dear readers It is 
care of the award-winning  Renaissance Pattaya Resort and Spa who have a new
Executive chef - Tomas. offering a  Chef’s Special available exclusively to Discover 
Pattaya Readers: Toast Skagen -Prawns in a Dill and Horseradish Mayonnaise on
Butter Fried Toast and Cinnamon Gooseberry Macaroon -my mouth is watering
already. Just remember to mention Discover Pattaya when you are eating at the
restaurant in order to get this succulent offer.

It just now remains for me to wish everyone a better year ahead and please
remember The Pattaya Trader has been here for more than 21 years and has
a unique insight into both the local, ex-pat and resident market as well as the 
visitors who are patiently waiting to arrive. Please get in touch and let us work
together to help the city prosper while we await the return of all the international 
holiday tourists we still hope to see.

Wishing you all a very Merry Christmas, Happy New Year and please continue to
support local business.

Gloria x
gloria@patttayatrader.com

Rodney James Charman
Panadda Karen Taraponkiree
Barry Upton
Steve Wade
Kim Waddoup
Rick Click
Cheyenne Hollis
Gloria Jones
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ENJOY SOME NIP AND TUCK WITHOUT GOING 
UNDER THE KNIFE! Q+ ULTRACEL

The thought of invasive surgery, needles and painful cosmetic 
procedures can be daunting for many of us. So when gravity 
and age start to take their toll it is good to know that reliable 

alternatives can be found. Dr Waraporn Klanwarin has headed 
the dermatology department of Pattaya International, a foremost 

seen by her impressive list of long term clients and for many of 
them, she highly recommends Q+ Ultracel.  

Q + Ultracel offers state of the art, non-surgical HIFU skin rejuvenation 
technology. HIFU stands for High Intensity Focused Ultrasound and 
Q+ Ultracel combines ultrasound and radiofrequency technology, 
all in one simple procedure. It has been approved for its safety and 

ultrasound .works by emitting slight, invisible wounds deep into the 

the result is a  natural tightening and lifting that lasts for several 
months after the treatment.

appointment at the hospital without having to hide away after the procedure.  

clean a liberal application of anaesthetic cream is applied 30 minutes beforehand in order for it to take full effect. Dr 
Waraporn herself is extremely comforting informing you of every step of the procedure, asking how you are feeling and 
telling you what you should expect. 

This generally being the feel of small pin pricks in your skin and a slight increase of heat when there is an increase in 

sensation you will also be advised to stay out of the sun and apply moisturizer.

Give yourself a treat and put yourself in the tried and tested safe hands of Dr Waraporn to 
see real cosmetic improvements as you head into the New Year. 
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Do you have clothes that need letting out or taking in?
Whether you put on weight or lose weight the result is inevitable, some of your

you might have favourite items that you don’t want to say goodbye to just yet? 

to replace? They might have a colour or fabric that you love and that suits you 
perfectly?

If any or all of the above sound familiar then taking your clothes to a tailor who can 

Trader and Discover Pattaya they are in our opinion the best tailor in Pattaya.

From the professional outside of their extensive shop on Pattaya Klang, you can be 
reassured by the taste shown in garments selected for their windows. Then as you 
step inside marvel at their large selection of crisp shirtings, interesting linings, beautiful suit cloths and in general top quality 

Their experienced tailors will ask you to try your garments on inside 
the shop whilst the necessary measures are taken and pinning 
completed. Then at a time to suit you and literally no time at all you 

simply too large to look good anymore can easily be dealt with 

taking up from the shoulders in at the waist and generally styling 
to look acceptable once again. Not only were all the alterations 
done in a timely and professional manner the general style of the 
garment had been kept its easy relaxed look was still there it simply 

that it saves you money getting your clothes altered to increase 

by Ama Fashion
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Recently held at the Fitz Club and 

Quality Development Corporation, this 
prestigious event brought together 
around 100 top Tennis players from all 
over the world. They showcased their 
athletic tenacity by competing in non-
stop sensational tennis action for 7 days. 
This annual event is run by Mr. Vitanart 
Vathanakul, (CEO of Royal Cliff Hotels 

and has cemented Fitz Club and Pattaya 
as a major international sporting arena, 
especially for Tennis. 

Highlights of the tournament included 

between Vitanart Vathanakul and Fabian 
Donsbach. The match lasted 4 hours with 
the eventual winner Vitanart succeeding 
after Fabian saved multiple match points. 

The awarding ceremony was graced by 
the presence of Mr Keerin Chutumstid, the 
President of Magnolia Quality Development 
Corporation, Property & Service Business 
Group and Ms. Hye June Park, the President 
of The Aspen Tree Corporation Limited by 
Magnolia Quality Development Corporation 
Limited.

The spectators were thoroughly entertained and on 
the edge of their seats with excitement. There were 
also a number of nostalgic moments from players 
including Roland Kupka who came here in the 90s 
to compete in the ITF juniors and reached the semi-

prevailed over top-seeded Daniel Rajsky in an epic 

This is the fourth time that this tournament has been held at Fitz Club – Racquets, Health and Fitness, one of the 
most iconic sports venues in Pattaya and Thailand.  This cutting-edge luxury sports center has been frequented 

options were served, post-match massages were available and state-of-the-art sports facilities were provided for 
both players and spectators to work out, unwind or socialize.  The players gave nothing but amazing feedback 
and many said it is one of the best championships they have been to. Participants, fans, and spectators of all ages 
enjoyed competitive world-class tennis in this remarkable event.  

This event has successfully brought 
live Tennis back to both the athletes 
and the spectators after the covid 
lockdowns. The Fitz Club team set 
up strong precautionary measures 
against Covid-19 which successfully 
resulted in no one getting infected at 
the event.

The Aspen Tree ITF S700 Thailand Seniors Tennis 
Championship Was a Smashing Success
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From early years to IB, Outdoor learning has an integral 

takes place beyond the classroom provides unique and 
memorable learning experiences that enhances academic 
ability, well being and environmental stewardship. Here are just 

Creating memorable learning experiences
Research suggests that learning that takes place in a variety of 
environments helps to create novelty, which allows a space for 
students to draw on their learning experience at a later date. 

deeper understanding of the topic through hands-on activities. 
Such activities create an engaging experience which allows children to actively embrace the skill at hand and remember 
those skills as part of the experiential learning activity. The result is that children are later able to recall the skills and 

of education philosophy around the world. 

Outdoor learning aids the transfer of knowledge 
Experiential interactions enhance children's levels of meta-

learnt during an outdoor experience will be a lesson transferred 
into many aspects of one’s life. Through outdoor learning, 
children learn to understand their character and their limits, 
whilst also having the opportunity to reach their full potential 
and embrace all that their environment has to offer them. They 

simultaneously being assured in their own ability. 

The Hunger Games novels, for example, highlights the 

curriculum, students learn that the outcome of many historical events, such as wars, were often due to  the inability to 
meet the basic needs of survival rather than to combat.
 Students can reinforce this knowledge through their own outdoor understanding of basic survival skills, and can in 
turn gain an empathy and deeper understanding of historical events whilst being able to use this experience in English 
comparisons.

Outdoor learning promotes well being and environmental stewardship
It is well known that spending time outdoors helps us to connect with others, ourselves and the environment. It has 

outdoors promotes happiness, boosts energy and helps with 
getting a good night’s sleep; but it also helps us to appreciate 

More often than not, schools are working to integrate the outdoor 

International Schools Group, Thailand, are on the forefront of 
outdoor education, with outdoor assemblies and integrated 
forest school curriculums, as well as some of the most unique 
outdoor school environments in Thailand. Outdoor learning is 

nature. So, what’s stopping you from learning outdoors today?

Outdoor Learning - why it is 
important now more than ever
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The residents of Pattaya will know that Thailand has some marvellous 
facilities for golfers, as evidenced by the numerous top quality 
courses that are available within a short drive of the city. This pattern 
is repeated throughout the Kingdom and has led to an upsurge in the 
popularity of the game with young Thais everywhere. 

The Thai presence in the men’s game, led by the pioneering 
Thongchai Jaidee, has been established for some time now and will 

Janewattananond and several other younger players trying to climb 
through the ranks. But the real upturn has been in the world of the 
women’s game, which is becoming more and more popular through 
the extensive TV coverage that it currently enjoys. 

Headed up by world number twelve Patty 
Tavatanakit and the Jutanugarn sisters, 

the list is now joined by the remarkable 

European Order of Merit title, making her 
Europe’s champion lady golfer, with two 

early part of November. 

This remarkable young golfer only turned 

full season on the European Tour. She has 

from the sixteen events she has played in 
so far, a truly exceptional feat. 
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She has earned well over a half a million Euros in prize 
money and has twice as many ranking points as her nearest 
challenger in the Order of Merit.

Her remarkable consistency in all parts of the game seems 
to be the reason for the success she has had so far and if 
there is improvement to come it is anybody’s guess what 
she can achieve in the game of golf in the future. 

It seems certain that what she has accomplished at such a 
young age will be noticed in Thailand and will surely lead to 
an upsurge in popularity in the game amongst youngsters 
everywhere. Given the opportunities to play on the many 
excellent courses in the Kingdom and with the right 
encouragement, I am sure that will be the case.     
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DIVORCE MISCONCEPTIONS

T here are a lot of common misconceptions about divorce.
Experiences of divorced couples may not necessarily be 
the same as your case as every situation is different. It 

Misinformation can lead you to trouble so better be sure to get 
properly informed of all the legalities, rights, and obligations 
before signing any agreements concerning divorce.
Here are a few misconceptions that should clear up some points 
of confusion about divorce:

1. ALL DIVORCE CASES REQUIRE BOTH PARTIES TO APPEAR IN COURT 
PROCEEDINGS
Not all divorce cases are brought to the court and many couples 
are able to reach out-of-court settlement. There are various 
procedures that allow you to legally end your marriage in an 
amicable manner. In case of uncontested divorce wherein both 
spouses can agree on the major issues, a divorce can actually 
be relatively simple and typically faster and cheaper as there is 
no need for a representation in court. Uncontested divorce in 
Thailand is possible only if the couple has no disagreements over 
children or property. Filing for uncontested divorce is as simple 
as registering your marriage. You can complete the process in

a ground for divorce.  The couple’s mutual decision to end the 
marriage is enough.

2. MOTHERS ALWAYS GET CUSTODY OF CHILDREN AFTER DIVORCE 
This is not always true. The decision on the child custody in 
Thailand may come from either the parents or the court. For
couples going through an uncontested divorce in Thailand, they 
can create an agreement to specify the sharing of the custody 
between them. Under Thailand law, both lawful parents would 

get joint custodial rights over their child/children. In case 
of divorce by judgment of the Court or in case the Divorce 

the Court shall determine it.  The Court usually considers all the 
facts and conditions of your family in determining what is best 
for the children.

3. ALL MARITAL PROPERTIES ARE ALWAYS DIVIDED EQUALLY
There are many considerations when dividing assets, which 

which is acquired before the marriage, remains to the individual.
When a couple divorces in Thailand, there will be equal division 
of all marital properties. If both parties agree to the terms, then 
the proceedings are not complicated. However, if the couple 
cannot agreeably settle the distribution issues, the court will 
have to resolve the issues based on Thai laws. In case there 
is a divorce settlement agreement and a prenuptial agreement 
in place, it can change the division of the assets between the 
divorcing spouses.

4. FALLING OUT OF LOVE WITH MY SPOUSE IS ENOUGH REASON TO
DIVORCE
You are not eligible to do that when your spouse disagrees. In 
Thailand, mutual consent of the spouses is required by law in 

ground for divorce such as adultery, physical cause or mental 
harm, duress, torture, etc. 

5. I CAN FILE FOR DIVORCE EVEN IF MY SPOUSE DISAGREES; WE ARE 
ALREADY LIVING SEPARATELY AND HE ONLY VISITs MY CHILD ONCE IN 
A WHILE
Desertion for more than 1 year is a ground for divorce. However, 
if your spouse still gets in touch with your child within that period, 

By
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What’s it all about? Is it Budget? Ownership? Convenience? Privacy? Views? Let’s review some of the pros and cons.

BUDGET
Starting from THB 1 million (or sometimes even less) you can buy a condo. Or, should we say a “room”? Of course, you 
can’t expect lots of space, a jacuzzi on the balcony nor direct sea views for a minimum budget. More likely you would 
buy either a very old unit in need of renovation or a very small unit on a mass project with hundreds of small studios alike.

Should you desire more space, then you would obviously have to pay more. Lots more in fact when you invite ocean views 
and “luxury” to your party. Depending on location, location, and location, prices range from THB 25,000 to THB 250,000 
per square meter of usable space (this INCLUDES the balconies by the way).So, 60 square meters in a “starter” project 
could cost you a minimum of THB 1.5 million and the exact same size in a top-luxury project could cost THB 15 million.
And yes, we are only talking about 60 square meters.At AROM WONGAMAT condominium, by Colours Development, a 
37.5 1-bedroom unit starts from THB 6.2 million, whereas its 200 square meters penthouse sells for no less than THB 55 
million/USD$ 1.65 million (THB 275,000 p/square meter).

The housing market in Pattaya differs.On gated communities, like The Meadows in East Pattaya, you are able to pick up 
a nice 3-bedroom (town-) house for less than THB 3 million. Internal size near 180 square meters with a small yard and 
car park. That is only THB 16,500 per square meter. A nice large detached home in Huay Yai on 1 rai of land (1,600 square 
meters) with 4 bedrooms and an interior size of 372 square meters recently sold for THB 13.9 million.That’s just over THB 
37,000 per square meter, garden and large swimming pool plus double car park not included. That is a huge difference, 
isn’t it?

OWNERSHIP
In Thailand, foreigners can own a condo 100% in their own name. No hanky-panky or hocus-pocus: A simple process 
to manage.Land and house can only be registered in Thai ownership.Or, in a Thai entity, like a Thai Co., Ltd – of which 
a foreigner can be its director with the voting-right majority. It is known as a creative loophole but has been done for 
decades.In fact, it doesn’t vary much from having a normal trading company under foreign management.

More recently, Thailand’s current administration under prime minister Prayut Chan-o-cha, is considering fully legalizing 
land sales to foreign investors. To secure property investments there are also leasehold options or more complicated 
constructions whereby the land is registered separately from the actual structure (bricks and mortar). These options are 
hardly ever exercised though. 

For now, we are just excited to learn more about the 
ongoing discussion of foreign land ownership.

CONVENIENCE
Dictionary.com says: Convenience (noun) – 
advantage or accommodation: a shelter for the 
convenience of travelers. And that is something we 
often hear. “I prefer a condo as I am living out of a 
suitcase…” -or- people are having a condo just as 
a second “home away from home” and only use it 
when they are in Thailand.Both refer to the fact that 
they do not have to worry about security, garden & 
pool.Fair enough.

Home Or Condo?
What Do You Prefer?
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Town & Country property Co.,Ltd
414/16 Jomtien Complex Condotel (Lobby) M12
Nongprue, Banglamung, Chonburi 20150 Thailand
Tel: +66 38 251 481  info@TownCountryProperty.com

www.TownCountryProperty.com

More permanent residents might have some inconveniences, such as waiting for the queue at the elevators, lack of 
storage and laundry room, having a remote car park, and no ‘space’ or playground for the kids to play other than the 
communal areas of the project. What if your kids want to keep pets?

And what does your “social life” look like in a condo? Are your guests and roommates allowed easy access without ID 
registration and keycard to use the elevator? 
Do you prefer cooking on gas or electricity? Shopping once a week? Who carries the groceries and who does the cases 
of beer? Did you recently enjoy any BBQ parties with cold beers on your balcony? How do you receive your Pizza or Grab-
food delivery?Do you need to come down to the lobby to collect? Never thought about it, right?

Owning a house instead also has its advantages and disadvantages. If it is a remote property you might need a maid 
or caretaker to look after your home when you are not there. There might be security issues.If your home is in a gated 
community with security and direct neighbors these security issues obviously minimize. Nowadays a lot of properties 
have an electronic alarm system and CCTV cameras are cheap. You may still need a caretaker or maid though because 
every property needs “ventilation”. A condo needs that as well by the way.

Having a garden and pool requires maintenance. Very true. That’s why most homeowners  use the services of gardeners 
and pool cleaners. And they will continue to look after your property also while you are on holiday. Labor is inexpensive in 
Thailand and it is way too hot out there to do it yourself anyway.So, actually, it is not so bad to own a house in Thailand. 
Whether you are living out of a suitcase or not. A house offers quite a few “features” that most condos don’t.

PRIVACY
That really depends on a case-by-case scenario, doesn’t it? In a condo, you will be boxed in most of the time, and 
probably walk to your unit passing several other apartments with doors open or not, preparing dinner or not. Living in a 
house you could have your garden overlooked by noisy neighbors…You can’t win them all, can you?

VIEWS
An unobstructed ocean view is timeless and priceless, isn’t it? Or do you prefer a dynamic city view? Or just watch Netflix?

Home of Condo. It is all about YOU.Town & Country Property We Understand.
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The pros and cons of buying Thailand real 
estate right now

The pros and cons of buying Thailand real estate right now 
are numerous. Understanding these can be helpful in 
making a confident decision. And that is the most important 

thing. You’ll find lots of people singing the praises of the country’s 
property market and just as many offering a grim outlook for the 
next decade. Like most things, the truth lies somewhere in the 
middle. Buying Thailand real estate right now is not without risk. 
As is the case with all investments, that risk can lead to reward. 
You’ll need to weigh both when looking for properties.

With that in mind, here are some of the pros and cons of buying 
Thailand real estate right now. This isn’t a comprehensive list but 
can serve as a starting point for your search.

Pros and cons of buying Thai real estate right now

Pro: Deals are still available
Property prices today will be lower than if you wait until Thailand fully reopens. While discounts vary from location to 
location and even project to project, there are plenty of deals to be had. For example, Mantra Beach Condominium 
in Bang Saray has a limited-time only promotion for units in its stylish Eastern Seaboard project. It’s a similar story 
in Phuket, Samui and Hua Hin. You will find a nice selection of discounts out there. However, this probably is your 
last chance to secure one.

Con: The best deals are gone
Unfortunately, the biggest discounts are long gone. Most sellers are willing to negotiate on price but are also content 
to wait out the situation. This is extremely important to understand when submitting an offer. Unrealistic ones will 
simply be ignored so don’t come in now with a bid 50 percent below asking price.

Pro: The entire buying process can be done from overseas
Buying Thailand real estate right now can be done exclusively from overseas. Many property agents have perfected 
the process which means you can confidently proceed if you want to buy from outside the country.

Con: You can’t visit the property in person
Travel restrictions are loosening up, but most people still won’t be able to visit a property in person if they’re buying 
Thailand real estate right now. For a lot of investors this is a non-starter. You can make a case this isn’t much of an 
issue if you’re purchasing an off-plan unit and are already familiar with the location. However, if you don’t know the 
local area or want to buy a completed property, it is vital to weigh all the positives against this con. Be sure to speak 
with your agent or developer if this is a concern. They may be willing to work with you to find a solution.

Pro: Tourism will return
Historically speaking, tourists will come back to Thailand. And there are going to be a lot of them. In 2010, 15.9 
million visitors came to the country. This number was 39.9 million in 2019. Arrivals only declined three times between 
2004 and 2019.

In 2005, Thailand was recovering from the Boxing Day Tsunami. The global financial crisis depressed tourist numbers 
in 2009. And the coup in 2014 also caused a decline in arrivals. However, the tourism industry bounced back on 
each occasion. There is no reason to think this won’t happen again.

Con: Uncertainty about when everyone can return
Of course, when everything recovers is still uncertain. Plans to reopen Thailand to vaccinated tourists have changed 
repeatedly. There is also the issue of some countries, most notably China, not allowing tourists to travel overseas. 
There is hope the situation will  return to normal, or at least close to it, sometime next year, but that remains to be 
seen. Anyone thinking about buying Thailand real estate right now does need to factor this into their decision.

By Cheyenne Hollis
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I have been plagued during my 46 year professional music and 
entertainment career by the ‘credibility’ brigade of, especially, 
musicians who seek purity in their art. While I don’t have a 
problem with that and, indeed, appreciate the notion, I have 
unashamedly been compromising my craft for the sake of 

being up any chart has more credibility than not being in it at 
all. So this will explain my thinking behind past successes and 
how I came to write or produce them.

I auditioned and put together the internationally famous band 
STEPS to present a line dancing pop song I wrote called 

are currently touring large arenas keeping me in the manner 
to which I’ve now become accustomed. This was a blatantly 
commercial project which has been entertaining fans of them 

forth to the States writing country material for line dancing 
albums in the U.K., it was suggested to me I write a pop style 
line dancing anthem. 

STEPS - 5, 6, 7, 8 - YouTube
This was even too cheesy for many record labels who turned myself and STEPS down when seeking a deal, but 
eventually Simon Cowell and Pete Waterman were the ones to realize the commercial potential.

producing a saleable product that people actually want to spend their hard 

incredibly musical songs by ….. The Wombles. Yes, their hits had more 
musicality in them than you would expect from musicians dressed as furry, 
environmentally friendly creatures. 

hurdles. I wrote and produced my latest album ‘The Hormones Of Happiness’ 
with a blatantly commercial sixties style collection of out and out pop material 
which has been received with great enthusiasm around the world plus my 
back catalogue of commercial songs has produced some surprisingly good 

BARRY UPTON'S HORMONES OF HAPPINESS - Album Promo - July 2021 - YouTube
In

performed by myself and the two female singers from my party band under the pseudonym Hot Pantz.

Hot Pantz - (I'd Like To) Give You One 4 Christmas (2005 Mix) (Official Music Video) - YouTube

Project, which helps local poor families in Pattaya. 

O.M.G. It's Christmas Again ! - Barry Upton's Brotherhood Of
Angels - YouTube

the ‘festive’ season during which, instead of spending so much money 
and emotional effort on one particular day, for which most are celebrating 
for the wrong reason, it would be much healthier to think about and help 
those who cannot afford any of the trappings of Christmas. 

I sincerely wish our Pattaya community a bright and cheerful 2022 with 
as much positivity as we can all muster.  Commercial success will follow. 

COMMERCIAL SUCCESS – Barry Upton
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Buy in your Christmas Cake 
Unless you really enjoy the ritual of making a rich fruit 
cake at Christmas you can buy one already and then 

kitchen - contact her on Facebook. She also makes 

Upgrade Last Year’s Decorations

looking a little battle-scarred and worn? Try spray-
painting your older things with gold or silver paint. Or 
get along to Edenko at Baan and Beyond (next to Big C 

of trees and decorations for you to give your Christmas 
theme a complete overhaul.

An alternative Christmas Tree
Maybe you don’t have the space for a large tree or you want 
an additional tree in your entrance or in a kids’ room? This 
idea will take up no space at all as a DIY Wall Christmas tree 
can be easy to do and look very eye-catching. You can go 
simple by attaching Christmas lights to the wall in the shape 
of a tree. These can be lights of one or different colors in a 
zigzag shape or you can add tinsel and attach ornaments 
to the lights. 

DIY Christmas Cards

it is greener saves money and can be more personal 
especially when children do the design or you use family 
photos.
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Strawberry Santas
Cut the top third off each berry and reserve. 
Stand berry bases on a serving platter.
Mix cream cheese with icing sugar until smooth and 

Place reserved berry tops on top. Use a piping nozzle 
to pipe the mixture onto the tip of each strawberry ‘hat’ 

Refrigerate until ready to serve.

Christmas Shape Napkins
Fold green fabric or paper napkins into Christmas tree 
shapes. Youtube has plenty of these ideas with step-by-
step instructions.

EGG CARTON ORNAMENT STORAGE 
Start saving your egg cartons ready to pack up your 

to keep them safe and ready for the following year. 

Get the kids to help make decorations with paper 
snowflakes
Very simple and great fun to do with just a sheet of paper 
and some scissors you can attach your masterpieces to 
windows or mirrors to bring some Christmas cheer to the 
whole home. 

DIY Gift Tags
If you don’t want to splash out on tags for your Christmas 
presents then why not make your own. Far more green 
and you can get the kids involved too. Recycle last year’s 
Christmas cards or make your own festive gift tags from 
card, ribbon, and your own decorations.  

Don’t get stressed

you want to make then just pick two or three. You don’t 
have to have everything homemade, buy in the items 

Make sure to enjoy your Christmas and have a Very 
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Do you know about the Health Insurance requirements for Long Stay 
Visa Applicants in Thailand?

visa will now need to have a Thai health insurance policy for the duration of their stay.

Do you have the correct Medical Insurance in place?
We work with companies that are approved by Thailand immigration.

Have you been refused insurance because of your age?

Have you been unable to find English speaking support staff?
We have English speaking staff to assist you, also can put you in touch with German, French, Russian, Italian, Japanese 
and of course Thai speakers.

Do you have pre-existing health conditions?
Bespoke packages can be arranged with full disclosure.

Have you been refused a renewal of your insurance because of your age?
We work with companies that can supply policy renewability to age 99 years.

We can help with all the above by sourcing the right company for your needs here in Thailand. With a free 
no obligation appraisal our local advisor (right here in Pattaya) can offer you the best policy to cover your 
requirements.

Contact us now to tell us how we can help.

Expat Finance
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